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TIPS ON HOW TO RUN A HARVEST DRIVE  

After organizing the sorting and packing of nearly 4000 bags since the start of COVID-19 our 

Harvest Drive Team has learned a few things that we want to pass on to you that you might find 

helpful.   

 

 

Your key steps to ensuring that the process runs smoothly are as follows: 

 

1. Print signs for each type of item that you have collected i.e. cereal, soup, green beans, corn, 

peanut butter, jelly, etc. Laminate them if you would like them to last year to year. 

 

2. Put the signs up on the walls or tables of your packing space according to the way you wish to 

pack.  Our 2020 Sample Packing List is a good suggested order. Leave plenty of room between 

items to make it easy to stay organized.  Please remember heavy items and bulky items need to 

go into the bags first and things that break or rip, such as pasta, rice and cookies need to go in 

last. 

 

3.  This year we strongly recommend packing as you go.  This means setting up your room the 

way you want the bags packed.  We also recommend having distinct areas for each bag.  This 

way as your packers go around the room they can pack their 2 bag As and then their 2 bag Bs 

and finally their 2 bag Cs if you have a bag C. 

 

4. You do not need to print out many packing lists. Instead place a sticky note on each sign 

indicating the quantity of the item that goes in the each bag.  You can change this number as you 

go if you find that you are running out of something or have extra of something. 

 

5. Utilize carts and flatbeds to bring items that are dropped off to their designated places in your 

gym.   

 

6. Check dates for expired items, then place cans date side up once they have been 

checked.  Hopefully most of your items have been date checked prior to coming to you. Bring 

expired items to designated boxes at the center of your gym.  These items can be brought to 

Lifenet for Families or thrown out. 

 

7. Count each of your items to determine how many of each you will give to each of your 

families, and to know where you are short.  We do want to purchase most items on the list 

(boxed milk is optional) if you do not have enough to provide at least one to each family.  Please 

shop your shortages with funds raised or inform the Harvest Drive team where you need some 

help with shortages.  

 

8. Have students number and label your bags.  You will need 2-3 bags per family – 1A, 1B, and 

possibly 1C.   We will have Harvest Drive stickers for you to put on your A bags. 
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9. Open your bags.  We do suggest that you set up your bags in groups of 8 or 12 and assign 

individuals their own section.  The volunteer picks up bags from his or her section and brings 

them back to their section once they are packed.  Once the section is complete, whomever is 

coordinating the packing assisgns the volunteer a new section. 

 

10.  If you are using our small cart and bread tray system – Place 4-6 opened bags in your bread 

tray.  Please only do 6 if you have A, B, and C bags.  Line the bags up so that the A bags are in 

one row, the B bags in another and the C bags are in your 3rd row if you have this.  Go around 

the room without rushing packing as you go.  Ideally there is space between the items that go 

into each bag to make it clear to your packer when they have completed bag A and should start 

packing bag B. 

 

11.  Toiletries can be included in Bag B or C or given out as a separate item.  If given out as a 

separate item, the families would receive 2 bags of groceries and 1 bag of toiletries.  If your 

toiletries are heavy and you do not have a bag C, this will be your best option. 

 

11.  Packing should be done systematically so that most bags look very similar.  This is also a 

good visual cue that you haven’t forgotten anything. 

 

12.  When unloading the cart, be careful to lift off the bags alternating sides.  If you take all of 

the ones from one side off first, your bread tray will topple over.  This can happen when you 

unload the packed bags and when you are loading into cars.  (Not that any of us have done this 

)  

 

13.  You may have extras of many items.  These can be utilized in several ways.  You can create 

a C bag for your families or you could pack some extra bags for your larger families.  
 
14.  Many schools have indicated that they want to hang onto their leftover bags to give to 

students and or staff at their schools.  For those of you who do not wish to do so, the Harvest 

Drive will arrange for an agency to come pick up your extra bags the day after your distribution. 

 

Being systematic pays off and greatly reduces the chaos of the packing process. 

 

You’ve got this.  Our team has been packing 6000-7000 pounds of food (288 bags) every 2 

weeks with 10 or less people in the room.  Play some good music and enjoy being part of 

something really good! 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 


